We develop a general framework for a variety of concurrent languages all based on asynchronous communication, like data flc~, concurrent logic, concurrent constraint languages and CSP with asynchronous channels. The main characteristic of these languages is that processes interact by reading and modifying the state of some common data structure. We abstract from the specific features of the various communication mechanisms by means of a uniform language where actions are interpreted as partially defined transformations on an abstract set of states. Suspension is modelled by an action being undefined in a state. The languages listed above can be seen as instances of our paradigm, and can be obtained by fixing a specific set of states and interpretation of the actions.
I n t r o d u c t i o n
In this paper we propose a general paradigm for asynchronously communicating processes. Such a paradigm should encompass such diverse systems as described by concurrent logic languages These systems have in common that processes communicate via some shared data structure. The asynchronous nature of the communication consists in the way access to this shared data structure is modelled: the data structure is updated by means of write primitives which have free access whereas the read primitives may suspend in case the data structure does not contain the information required by it. The execution of the read and write primitives are independent in the sense that they can take place at different times. This marks an essential difference with synchronously communicating processes, like CSP [Hoa78] , where reading from and writing to a channel has to take place at the same time.
Our paradigm consists of a concurrent language l~ which assumes given a set of basic (or atomic) actions. Statements are constructed from these actions by means of sequential composition, the plus operator for nondeterministic choice, and the parallel operator. (For simplicity, only finite behaviour is considered; recursion can be added straightforwardly.) Furthermore we assume given an abstract set of states. The basic actions are interpreted by means of an interpretation function i r as partially defined state transformations. A pure read action a (like, e.g., a test) wilt have the property that I(a) is a partial function; it suspends in a state in which I(a) is undefined. A suspended process is forced to wait until actions of other processes produce a state in which it is enabled. A pure write action a is characterized by the fact that I(a) is a totaUy defined function. It can always proceed autonomously. In general~ an action can embody both a read and a write component. (See Example 1 of Section 2.)
Many languages for asynchronously communicating processes can be obtained as instances of our paradigm by choosing the appropriate set of actions, the set of states and the interpretation function for the basic actions. For example, the imperative language described in [HdBRg0] , based on shared variables, can be modelled by taking as states functions from variables to values, as actions the set of assignments, and then the usual interpretation of an assignment as a state transformation.
Languages based on the blackboard model [EHLR80] , like Linda [Ge186] and Shared Prolog [BC89] can be modelled analogously, by taking as states the configurations of a centralized data structure (the blackboard) and as actions checks and updates of the blackboard. Another example is the class of concurrent constraint languages [Sar89] . These are modelled by interpreting the abstract set of states as a constraint system and the actions as ask/tell primitives. Concurrent logic languages, like Flat Concurrent Prolog [Sha89], can be obtained by interpreting the states as the bindings established on the logical variables, and the actions as the unification steps. An asynchronous variant of CCS [Mil80, MilS3] is modelled by considering the state as a set (or a multi-set) of actions. Performing an action then corresponds to adding it to the set, while performing the complementary action corresponds to testing whether the action is already in the set. Finally, a variant of CSP [Hoa78], based on asynchronous channels (see also [JJH90]) , can be obtained by taking as states the configurations of the channels and as actions the input-output primitives on these channels.
The basic computation model of the paradigm £: is described by means of a labelled transition system in the style of Plotkin's SOS. It specifies for every statement what steps it can take. Each step results in a state transformation, which is registered in the label: as labels we use pairs of states. Based on this transition system, various notions of observables for our language are defined. One of the main results of this paper is a compositional characterization of these notions of observables, which is defined independently of the particular choice for the sets of actions and the set of states. Thus a general compositional description of all the possible mechanisms for asynchronous communication is provided, so unifying the semantic work done in such apparently diverse fields as concurrent logic programming, dataflow, and imperative programming based on asynchronous communication.
The most striking feature of our compositional semantics is that it is essentially based on traces, namely sequences of pairs of states. A pair encodes the state transformation occurred during a transition step (initial state -final state). These sequences are not necessarily connected, i.e. the final state of a pair can be different from the initial state of the following pair. These '=gaps" represent, in a sense, the possible steps made by the environment. Since there is no way to synchronize on actions, the behaviour of processes just depends upon the state. Therefore, such a set of sequences encodes all the information necessary for a compositional semantics.
The compositional model for our paradigm is so simple that it might look trivial. We should like to point out that it is not. Its interest is formed by the mere fact that it is as simple as it is. In particular, its definition is based on traces and does not need additional structures like failure sets, which are needed for describing deadlock in the case of synchronously communicating processes. We show that our model is more abstract than the classical failure set semantics, and for that reason more suitable for describing asynchronous communication.
Another contribution of the paper is the identification of two classes of interpretations, for which a full-abstraction result is obtained. The first class, the elements of which are called complete, characterizes in an abstract setting the imperative paradigm. The second class characterizes asynchronous communication of the concurrent constraint paradigm; such interpretations are called morto~onic. For complete interpretations it is shown that our model is fully abstract with respect to a notion of observables consisting of (sets of) sequences of states. For monotonic interpretations, full abstraction is considered with respect to another notion of observables, which abstracts from state repetitions ("finite stuttering"). This case is more complicated. The basic compositional model is not fully abstract. It is shown that a fully abstract model can be obtained by applying an abstraction operator to the first model. This abstraction consists of taking the closure of sets of sequences under a number of conditions. Interestingly~ these closure conditions are reminiscent of the way one can view rooted tau-bisimulation [BK88] (or weak observational congruence, in the vocabulary of [MilS0]) as ordinary strong bisimulation, by adding certain rules to the transition system. In the present situation, a subtle refinement of that approach is required, due to the non-uniform nature of our models.
1.1
Comparison with related work
In spite of the general interest for asynchronous communication as the natural mechanism for concurrency in many different programming paradigms, not much work has been done in the past, neither for defining a uniform framework, nor for providing the appropriate semantics tools for reasoning about such a mechanism in an abstract way. In most cases, asynchronous languages have been studied as special instances of the synchronous paradigm. For example, in [GCLS88, GMS89] the semantics of FCP is defined by using the failure set semantics of TCSP [BHR84] , and [sRg0] uses for a concurrent constraint language the bisimulation equivalence on trees of CCS [Mil80] . Only recently [dBP90b, dBP91] it has been shown that concurrent logic and constraint languages do not need to code the branching structure in the semantic domain: linear sequences of assume/tell-constraints are sufficiently expressive for defining a compositional model (both for the success and for the deadlock case). The paradigm and the semantics presented here can be seen as a generalization of this approach, abstracting from the specific details related to concurrent logic and constraint languages, and showing that it can be applied to a much wider range of languages. In fact, the models of [dBP90b, dBP9t] can be obtained as special instances of our language: see Example 2 of Section 2. In the field of data flow, compositional models based on linear sequences have been developed (for example in [Jon85] ) and have been shown to be fully abstract (see [Kok87] for the first result not depending on fairness notions). For an overview consult [Kok89] . A related paradigm (abstract processes communicating via asynchronous channels) has been recently studied in [JHJg0] . Also in this paper the authors propose a linear semantics of input-output events, as opposed to the failure set semantics. Again, this model can be obtained as an instance of ours by interpreting the events as state transformations.
Finally, in [HdBRg0], a semantics based on sequences of pair of states, similar to the one we study in this paper, has been developed for an imperative language and shown correct and fully abstract with respect to successful computations.
The main contribution of this paper is the generalization of the results obtained in [dBP90b, dBP91, JHJ90, HdBRg01 to a paradigm for asynchronous communication, and thus providing a uniform framework for reasoning about this kind of concurrency.
P l a n of t h e p a p e r
In the next section we start by presenting our paradigm. We give the syntax and the computational model (characterizing the observational behaviour) of the language, and show that many formalisms for asynchronous processes can be obtained as instances of it. Next a compositional model is introduced that is correct with respect to the observational model. In Section 3 we compare this compositional semantics with the standard notion of failure set semantics. We show that our model is more abstract and we characterize the redundancy present in the latter (when applied to asynchronous languages). The issue of full abstraction is addressed in Section 4. We give conditions on the interpretations, corresponding to various classes of languages, under which a number of full abstraction results (possibly after some closure operation) can be obtained. Section 5 briefly sketches some future research.
2
T h e l a n g u a g e a n d i t s s e m a n t i c s Let (a E)A be a set of atomic actions. We define the set (s E)£ of statements as follows:
s::--als;tls+tlsllt
Moreover, £ contains a special B, the terminated statement. The symbols ';', %' and 'll' represent the sequential, the choice and the parallel operator, respectively. Note that we do not include any constructs for recursion. In this paper, only finite behaviour is studied for the sake of simplicity. All the results that follow can be extended as to cover also infinite behavior 1.
The actions of our language are interpreted as transformations on a set (or E)~ of abstract states.
We assume given an interpretation function I of type I : A "-* E --*p,,u.i that maps atomic actions to partially defined state transformations. If I(a)(cr) is undefined, the action is blocked in the current state or. This need not neccesarily lead to a global deadlock of the whole system, because some other component of the program may be enabled to take a next step. Note that therefore the operator plus models global nondeterminism rather than locM choice: the choice can be influenced by the environment.
The computational model of £ is described by a labelled transRion s~vstem (£, Label, --,) . The set ()~ E)Label of labels is defined by Label = ~ x ~. A label represents the state transformation caused by the action performed during the transition step.
Instead of pairs of states, one could also take functions from E to ~ as labels. We prefer to use pairs of states because in that way a semantics is obtained that is more abstract. This is due to the fact that using sets of (sequences of) pairs will yield more identifications of statements than using sets of (sequences of) functions. (The reader is invited to find a simple example.)
The transition relation --.___ £ x Label x £ is defined as the smallest relation satisfying the following axiom and rules:
s;t---~ ~ s';~ s + t~ s' t+s---% s' sl[t--~ ~ s'llt t i ]~ ills'
lln particular, the co-domains of our semantic models should then be turned into complete spa~es of some kind in order to obtain infinite behavlour as limit of a sequence of finite approximations. A suitable framework would be the family of complete metric spaces (see [dBZ82]).
If s' = E then read t for s'; t, s' I1 t and t IId in the clauses above.
Note that the transition relation depends on I. 
Finally, we put Obss = ~s.)~mf( Obs,[s|(a)) , with 7: 7~(~"~) ~ P(~,) defined by
~(x) = {~: w . ~ e x , / o~ some w} U {~ : w . 6 e X , yo~ some w } Note that the definitions of Obsl and Obs2 ave recursive. Since we do not treat infinite behaviour, they can be justified by a simple induction on the structure of statements. The relation between
Obs~ and Obs2 is immediate: If we define, for a word w E ~+, del(w) to be the word obtained from w by deleting all subsequent occurrences of identical states, and ~: r ( E +) -~ ~(~+ ) by ~(x) = {,tel(w) : w e x} then we have: Obs2 = ~ o Obsl. Now we illustrate the generality of the language/; and its semantics presented above. It does not constitute one language with a Fixed semantics but rather an entire family, each member of which depends on the particular choice of A, E and [. We present a list of five examples. E x a m p l e 1: A n i m p e r a t i v e l a n g u a g e Let A be the set of assignments x := e, where z E Vat is a variable and e E Esp is an expression. Assume that the evaluation e(e)(~r) of expression e in state cr is simple in that it does not have side effects and.is instantaneous. Let the set of states be defined by With this choice for A, E and I, the models Obsl and O (to be introduced below) for/: are essentially the same as the operational and denotationai semantics presented for a concurrent language with assignment in [HdBR90] One could include in this language a suspension mechanism by associating with each assignment a boolean expression, which must be true to enable the execution of the assignment (otherwise it suspends). A basic action is then an object of the form b.z := e. Its interpretation is: (cr) and tt = z undefined otherwise E x a m p l e 2: C o n c u r r e n t c o n s t r a i n t languages Constraint programming is based on the notion of computing with systems of partial information. The main feature is that the state is seen as a constraint on the range of values that variables can assume, rather than a function from variables to values (valuation) as in the imperative case. In other words, the state is seen as a (possibly infinite) set of valuations. Constraints are just finite representations of these sets. For instance, a constraint can be a first order formula, like {z = f(y)}, representing the set {{y = a, z = / ( a ) } , {y = b, x = / ( b ) } , . . . } . As discussed in [Sar89, SRg0] , this notion of state leads naturally to a paradigm for concurrent programming. All processes share a common store, i.e. a set of variables and the constraints established on them until that moment, Communication is achieved by adding (telling) some constraint to the store, and by checking (asking) if the store entails (implies) a given constraint. Synchronization is based on a blocking ask: a process waits (suspends) until the store is "strong" enough to entail a certain constraint.
A typical example of a constraint system is a decidable first-order theory, a constraint in this case being simply a first-order formula. Given a first-order language L and a theory T in L define A to be the set of ask and tell primitives, i.e., A = {ask(zg), tell(~9) : t9 e L}. Let the set of states be defined by With this interpretation, an asynchronous variant of CCS is modelled in the following sense. Actions a E Act are viewed as send actions; they can always proceed. The actions a E Act are the corresponding receive actions: an action ~ can only take place when at least one a action has been performed. Another interpretation would be to take as states multisets of actions rather than plain sets. Thus one could register the number of a actions that have been performed, and decrease this number each time an ~ action is executed. E x a m p l e 4: C o n c u r r e n t Prolog For our fourth example we refer to [dBK90] , where a mapping is defined from the language Concurrent Prolog [Sha83] to a language similar to ours. The interpretation function is defined as follows:
I(a?x)(a) = { undefineda(head(a(a))/z'tail(a(a))/a)

X(~h)(~)=~(~(~).e(h)(~)/~) if a(~) is non empty otherwise
Note that n guarded command of the form gl --* S I P . . . rng, ~ S~ (gl .... g, E A) will be translated as ~; $I +... + g,; S~.
A similar construction can be made for static dataflow along the lines of [JK89]~ in which a state based model for datallow nets is given. (Already referring to the discussion in the next section, we observe that in the world of dataflow, it is already known for a long time that trace models are compositional (and even fully abstract).) End of examples.
Next we introduce a semantics O that describes the behaviour of L: in a compositional manner. It is introduced using the transition system, and is later shown to be compositional. (This way of introducing O has the advantage that its correctness can be easily proved (see Theorem 2.5).)
Definition 2.2 First a semantic domain (X, Y ~)P is introduced. It is defined by P = 7~.,(Q) (non-empty subsets of Q) Q = (r. × s). u (s × s)'. (r. × { e } )
Next O: £ -* P is defined as follows. We put OIE| = {e} and, for s ¢ E,
olsi = U{(,~,~,'). Ols'l : , (~-~) s'} u {O,~): v,~'vs',-,(s ('-~) s')}
The function 0 yields sets of sequences of pairs of states, rather than just states. The intuition behind such a pair (or, a ~) is that if the current state is a, then the computation at hand can transform this state into a ~. For instance, if 
• x~ + x, = ((x~ u x2) n ((s x s). q)) u (x~ n x, n (s × {6}))
• x , II ~ = U{w~i,~ : w, e x~ ^ ~ ~ x~} , where 11, E : O x Q --, P are defined bu induction on ~e length of words u~, w2 E Q by -~ 11,,,2= (,,,6) i/(wl=(~, ,,~) o,-C,~=(,~,6) a n d ,~= , )
The definition of the sequential composition ; is straightforward. The definition of the choice operator + is slightly more intricate. The value of X1 + X2 consists of all sequences of both sets that do not start with a deadlock pair (i.e., a pair of which the second element is 5), together with those pairs (a, 5) that occur in both sets. This is motivated by the fact that operationally, the nonde~erministic composition of two statements will yield a deadlock only if both statements yield deadlock separately.
The merge operator [[, applied to two sets of sequences X1 and X2, takes all the possible interleavings w~iu~ of words u~ e X1 and ~ E )(2. The set w~Hu~ is the union of two sc~called left merges: u~ ~_~ and u~ ~_u~. In u~ ~u~, every word starts with a step from the left component u~. This definition of the merge ensures that deadlocking steps are delayed as long as possible. Thus we have, for instance, {(", ")} II ((", 5)} = {(~,, ~). C", 6)} Now we are ready for the following theorem.
Theorem 2.4 (Compositionallty of O) For all s, t e £, * E {;, +, H},
oIs, tl = oIsI • oH
Finally, it is shown that 0 is correct with respect to the observation functions Obsl, for i = 1,2,3.
That is, if two statements are distinguished by any of these functions, then 0 should distinguish them as well. We show that 0 is correct with respect to Obsl, from which the other two cases will follow. The relation between Obsl and 0 can be made precise using the following abstraction operator. Let c~ : P ~ ~ -, 7~(~.. +) be defined by 
(~._~, e) o~emoise
The operator c~ selects from a set X, given an initial state or, all connected sequences starting with or. (It should be noted that also this operator is defined "element-wise".) Failure semantics assigns to statements sets of streams of actions possibly ending in a so-called failure set of actions. The intended meaning of a stream of actions ending in a failure set is the following: after having performed the actions in the stream, the statement can refuse the actions present in the failure set. That is, if the environment offers one or more (possibly all) of these actions, then the parallel composition of the environment and this statement will deadlock. Note that the environment can offer (by means of the plus operator for nondeterministic choice) more than one action at the same time.
T h e o r e m 2.5 ( C o r r e c t n e s s of O) a o 0 = Obsl
For our language L:, one could try to mimic this approach and define a failure semantics as well.
The first thing to be observed is that it would not make sense to have sets of actions for the failure sets, because an action may or may not deadlock depending on the current state (I(a) is in general a partial function). Therefore it would be better to take sets of states, namely those that would yield a deadlock when generated by the environment. Now the main difference between the synchronous and the asynchronous case is essentially that, in the asynchronous case, there is a fundamental difference between the role of the actions, on the one hand, and the states, on the other: Consider a statement (see Figure I ).
Without giving any formal definitions, the failure semantics for s and t would be as follows (using (*, *) to indicate either (1, I) or (2, 2)):
/a~l~re(8) = {~, (,,,)(i, i), (*,,)(2, 2), (*,*){t}, (*,*){2), (*,*)~} /air.re(t) = {~, (*,.)(I, I), (*,.)(2, 2), (.,*){t}, (*,.){2), (*,*){I, 2), (*,*)~} (Note that elements like (,, *)0 are present in failure(s) and failure(t) because these are closed, as in the standard failure semantics, under taking arbitrary subsets of failure sets: if toX is an element and [ Y C X, then also wY is an element.) Clearly, the two statements are distinguished because of the component ~-; 5 in t, which does not occur in s: This explains the presence of (., *){1, 2} in [ailure(t). However, a moment's thought is sufficient to see that both s and t will have the same deadlock behaviour in all possible environments. For, any of the deadlock possibilities represented in t by (,, *)(1, 2} occurs also in the meaning of s, namely in the form of (*, *)(I, 1) and (*, *)(2, 2). Therefore s and t need not be distinguished. As we can see, O does not distinguish between the two statements:
2), (,,,)(1, s), (,,,)(2, 6)} A remedy suggested by the above example would be to allow, in addition to the usual closure under arbitrary subsets, also the closure under taking arbitrary unions of failure sets. It can be easily shown formally that such a closure condition would yield a correct compositional model. In fact, the resulting model would be isomorphic to our semantics O: allowing arbitrary unions of failure sets is equivalent to having one-element failure sets. Thus we find back the observation made above at an intuitive level.
We can conclude that for our asynchronous language £ the failure model is not abstract enough (let alone be fully abstract), since it distinguishes more statements that necessary. Instead, a stream-like model O, which is also compositional but more abstract, is more suited. The question of a fully abstract model for £ that is correct with respect to Obs will be treated in the next section.
F u l l a b s t r a c t i o n
In this section we discuss the problem of the full abstraction of the compositional semantics O (with respect to the different notions of observability) for two classes of interpretations.
. 1 C o m p l e t e i n t e r p r e t a t i o n s
The first class is intended to characterize the asynchronous communication of the imperative paradigm. 
. 2 M o n o t o n i c i n t e r p r e t a t i o n s
The second class we consider here is intended to characterize the asynchronous communication of the concurrent constraint paxadigm. (For a short explanation see Example 2 of Section 2.) The elements of a constraint system axe naturally ordered with respect to (reverse) logical implication.
The effect of both the ask and tell primitives is monotonic with respect to the store, in fact tell only adds constraints to the store, while ask does not modify it. Since it is modelled by implication, also the successful execution of ask depends monotonically on the store, i.e., if a certain ask is defined on a, it will be defined in all the constraints greater than or. Both ask and tell are eztending, i.e. their action on the store can only increase the store. Another characteristic is that both ask and tell are strongly idempoten~, if their execution results in a certain store or, to execute them again in the same store or, or in a greater store, will have no effect. These properties easily derive from the definition of ask and tell (see Section 2). Notice that a consequence of them is that the store will monotonically increase during the computation. We now formalize these features in our framework. Given a set of states E, where a state represents a store (constraint), and a partial order _ on E, where a __ a I should be read as "cd encodes more information than (or the same as) cr', the behaviour of the ask and tell primitives is characterized by the following requirements on the interpretation function I:
* a E a'~ l(a)(cr) E_ l(a)(c/) (monotonicity)
* I(a)(a) E a' =¢, I(a)(a') = a' (strong idempotency) o a _E r(a)(~) (extension)
for every action a, states a and a J. (Note that these notions are independent,) Furthermore, for the construction of the fully abstract semantics, we require the following assumption on the expressiveness of the atomic actions:
(Assumption) For every cr _ a t E E there exists an atomic action a such that
I(a)(a) = M, and
for every ~" E ~' (o" # ~,), [(a)(~") is undefined.
This assumption will be used to construct a distinguishing context in the full abstraction proof. Actually, what we exactly need, is the language to allow the construction of a compound statement having the same semantics D (see Section 4.4) as the action a above. In concurrent constraint languages, the above assumption corresponds to requiring the atomic actions to contain both the tell (i) and the ask (2) component (like, for instance, the guards of the language in [dBP90a]). Some concurrent constraint languages (see, for instance, the languages in [SRg0, dBP91]) do not allow this. However, it is possible there to construct a statement of two consecutive actions performing the check for entailment (ask) and the state transformation (tell), and we can prove that it has the same semantics ~D as if it were atomic.
An interpretation satisfying the above requirements is called monotonic
In the rest of this section, two full abstraction results are presented. The first one concerns the full abstraction of O with respect to Obsl. Next we consider the second observation function Obs2. For this, O is not fully abstract. We develop a more abstract compositional semantics Z) by applying certain closure operators to O, and we show that/) is fully abstract with respect to Obs2 both for complete and monotonic interpretations.
. 3
F u l l a b s t r a c t i o n o f 0 w i t h r e s p e c t t o Obsl f o r c o m p l e t e i n t e r p r e t at i o n s In this section we state the full abstraction of O for complete interpretations. 
. F u l l a b s t r a c t i o n w i t h r e s p e c t t o Obs2
It is not difficult to see that 0 is not fully abstract with respect to Obs2. In fact, 0 encodes the states encountered step by step in the computation, (so, also the repetitions of the same state), while in Obs2 only the transitions between two different states are visible. To obtain a fully abstract semantics we have therefore to abstract from "silent steps", namely those steps that do not cause any change in the state. We do so by saturating the semantics O, closing it under the following conditions: Purthermore, let Close(X) denote the smallest set containing X and closed under the conditions C1, C2, C3, C4 and C5.
The conditions C1 and C2 allow for the addition of silent steps, whereas C3, C4 and C5 allow for the removal of silent steps. Note that we do not allow the addition of (a, a) at the beginning of a sequence w in case (a, 5) E X because this would yield incorrect results with respect to a plus context: the deadlock possibility (c5 5) would be removed because of the presence of (a, a). w.
It is interesting to note that it is possible to express these closure conditions inside the transition system itself. For instance, the counterpart for C3 would be a transition rule of the form BK88, vG87] .) The present case is by its non-uniform nature essentially more intricate. We intend to investigate this point further in the future. The proof of the full abstraction of ~D with respect to Obs2, for complete interpretations, essentially follows the same line of reasoning as presented above (for the full abstraction of O with respect to Obsl).
For monotonic interpretations, we first notice that we can, without loss of generality, restrict the the domain of O and ~D to increasing sequences. In fact, since duri_'ng a computation the state increases monotonically, only increasing sequences can be combined so to give connected results.
Next, we show that ~D satisfies the following additional closure property: for every s, with ~2 E ~.
P r o o f By the requirement of (strong) idempotency of atomic actions.
We are now ready to prove the full abstraction of I) for monotonic interpretations.
I"1
T 
(Here C(.) is a unary context, which yields for each statement u the statement C(u).}
F u t u r e w o r k
As was shown in Section 3, the equivalence induced by the compositional semantics for asynchronous processes is coarser than the equivalence associated with failure set semantics, and, a fortiori, the equivalences associated to the various notions of bisimulation. It would be interesting to investigate if it is possible to give an axiomatic characterization of this equivalence. With respect to the issue of full abstraction, a number of questions remain to be answered. For instance, we have not yet investigated full abstraction for Obs3, in which only the initial and final states are visible. For complete interpretations, this is expected to be an easy extension; for monotonic ones, some new closure conditions will have to be applied. Our language £ does not have a construct for recursion; this should be added. We should also like to investigate the extension of the language with an operator for hiding in combination with the possibility of distinguishing between local and global states.
